jason

sentry doors

Single
or double
Sentry
doors
available
in a range
of sizes

jason
Single Hinged Front
Entry Door

Choices of
Midrails or
Sidelites
available

Single Hinged Front Entry Door,
and Sidelite with Midrail

Double Hinged Front Entry Door and two Sidelites, all with Midrails

product features

sentry ENTRANCE Doors

SENTRY Doors have
that solid, reassuring feel, with a
fit so perfect they are watertight.

Security
Mortised deadlocks with stylish handles
which are available in selected colours.

And more brilliance lies within...
advanced security features, such
as Jason’s innovative triple deadlock
system, ensure your ultimate peace
of mind. Never has an entrance
been so grand – or so secure.

Strength
Sturdy frame design maintains minimum frame
width of 75mm. Designed specifically for
cavity brick construction and aligns perfectly
with all other Jason products.

Mortised Deadlock

Range
Single and double leaf hinged doors may
include midrails or a glazing bar configuration
in a pattern of your choice and in a vast range
of sizes. Sidelites, highlites and arch tops can
also be coupled to your door style.
Couplers
A full complement of couplers provides a
neat and appealing door to door, door to
window alignment.
180 degree straight coupler accepts
60mm (od) steel column
135 degree bay coupler accepts
60 mm (od) steel column

3 point deadlocking
door system operated
from the handle.

90 degree corner coupler accepts
60mm (od) steel column
Door to window highlite coupler
Performance
Products are designed to meet the
performance criterion as stipulated in
AS 2047 and tested by NATA approved
agencies. As a member of the Australian
Window Association products are subject
to third party audits designed to ensure
that the product matches the publicised

test results. Performance labels are
permanently placed on all windows
to confirm the structural rating and
the water performance capabilities.
Plaster Stop
Jason’s unique Plaster Stop
minimises cracking and reduces
the cost of maintenance.
Colonial Bar
A choice of either the integral glazing
bar or a stick on application is available.
The integral bar enables different glass
substances and bevelled glass to be
incorporated in the product design.
Glazing
Glazed externally incorporating high
tack pressure tape adhering the glass
to the frame on contact. The best in
water proofing performance without
compromising security.
This series of doors offers a vast range
of glazing options, single pane, double pane,
security glass and toned glass to support
your home’s energy efficiency.
Building-in Detail
Twist-in lugs to the internal and external
brick course provide added strength
and enduring frame fixing.
Quality
Certified to ISO9001.
Audited bi-yearly to ensure compliance.
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Available in a range of
colours and styles.

Ten

TEN YEAR WARRANTY
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